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Best laid plans ….

• This session is targeted at those involved with the development 
or review of internal models and intended to cover: 
– a run-through of the CEIOPS level 3 guidance issued so far 

and an analysis of what it means in practice 
– an outline of the remaining areas where level 3 guidance will 

be developed and speculation as to what it might contain
– a discussion on how industry internal model practice is 

evolving
• But …

… level 3 guidance has been delayed and can
only be consulted in informally
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Revised agenda

• This session will therefore instead will cover:
– How the informal level 3 consultation process will work and 

what will be covered
– What is happening in CEIOPS and the FSA on internal 

models
– Use test requirements
– Validation requirements 
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Level 1 text
(The Directive)
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Level 2 measures Level 3 Guidance
(and BTS)

Reminder of the Levels
Lamfalussy process
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Aug          Oct   Nov   April              June                     October            December 
2010          2010 2010 2011               2011 2011 2011
Aug          Oct   Nov   April              June                     October            December 

2010          2010 2010 2011               2011 2011 2011

QIS5 
begins 

QIS5 results 
report  

published

Submission 
deadline for 
solo entities 
end-October

Submission 
deadline 

for groups 
mid-November

Solvency II timeline

EC L2 
proposals

CEIOPS formal consultation 
on L3 guidance

IM 
tests

SRP ORSA Gov Disclosure Groups

L2 discussions 
in Council and 

Parliament

Draft CEIOPS L3 
papers

Omnibus 2 
directive

CEIOPS informal consultation 
on L3 guidance
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Informal v Formal consultation

Written response to 
every comment

InformalResponse to 
Comments

On CEIOPS websiteTo EU bodies, eg CEA, 
AMICE, CRO Forum, 
Groupe Consultatif

Distribution

On CEIOPS websiteNo publicationPublication

Agreed at Members 
Meeting

Agreed at working 
group

CEIOPS sign-off 
process

Formal guidanceInformal guidance
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Format of L3 papers

• Introduction
– Link back to relevant L1 and L2 material

• Guideline
– Concise statement of what the guideline is
– May be aimed at supervisory authority or firm

• Explanatory text
– For each guideline, explain why it is there
– Possible to give examples

• Impact Assessment
– Where necessary
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What will be covered for Internal Models in the L3 
informal consultation

• Application
• Validation tools
• Model Change policy
• Documentation

2011

• Use Test
• Calibration
• P&L Attribution
• Validation policy
• Statistical Quality Standards

Q4 2010

• Reporting
• ORSA
• Governance

Input to other papers

Formal guidanceDate
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CEIOPS pre-application work
CP80 – guidance on the pre-application

https://www.ceiops.eu/publications/standards-and-more/index.html
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CEIOPS pre-application work
Pre-application consistency task force

• Set up to promote consistency in the pre-application process 
across Member States

• Activities promoted by the task force
– Stock take of pre-application processes put in place by 

various supervisory authorities
– Facilitating informal discussion between various regulators 

on practical issues encountered by supervisors in the pre-
application

– Informal Q&A for regulators on practical issues
– Training provided to regulators
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FSA IMAP Pre-application process - overview

1.Internal 
Preparation

Fi
rm

FS
A

2.Scoping & 
Planning Meeting

3.Prepare 
Pre-application

pack 
for firm

4. Organise 
Meeting with  
firm to discuss
requirements

5.Meet firm and 
discuss 

requirements

9. A Milestone in 
the firms plan 
is reached  

Internal
Desktop
Review

Onsite
Assessment

by FSA

11.Firm submits 
Formal Application

6.Firm completes 
Self assessment 

and submits to FSA 

7.Agree
Work Plan

8. Monthly 
(Written report)  &

Quarterly
Progress meeting 
(Face to Face) 

10
.. 

A
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This could be 
several meetings

Once a milestone is reached, 
the FSA will perform an 
assessment. This 
assessment will take the form 
of a desk-based review, an 
onsite assessment or a 
combination of the two. 

Once all milestones have 
been completed 

• Structure based on former CP80 Pre-application process for internal models
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FSA IMAP – Review and Assessment Task Force

• Primary purpose is to assist in the design and development of 
model review activity, producing high quality, consistent 
material for supervisors, actuaries and risk specialists across 
the FSA.

• Fosters co-operative team-working across the organisation to 
deliver fit-for-purpose and cost effective implementation of 
IMAP as part of SII programme for FSA and Firms.
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What will be covered by
level 3 implementing measures

• Use Test
– General considerations for the use test
– Defining the uses applied
– Fitting to the business model
– Understanding the internal model
– Support of the decision making process
– Integration with the risk management
– Group specificities

Use Test
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Thoughts on the use test

Economic capital needs to get out of the risk silo1

Use Test
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COMPONENTS OF A RISK 
MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

From risk silo to risk-based decision making

Risk organisation

Risk processes

NINE BUSINESS PROCESSES THAT EITHER 
STEER THE BUSINESS OR  MANAGE RISK AND 

REWARD

Strategy 
development

Capital 
management

Planning/
targeting

Performance 
management

Pricing/Product 
development

ALM

Reinsurance 
optimisation

Incentive 
compensation

Risk strategy, 
appetite and limits

RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK BUSINESS PROCESSES

Use Test

M&A
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Thoughts on the use test

Economic capital needs to get out of the risk silo

Senior management sponsorship and engagement is key

1

2

Use Test
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Promoting a risk 
management and governance culture

Source:  FSA Insurance Sector Briefing: Risk Management in Insurers, November 2006, http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pubs/other/isb_risk.pdf
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Achieving changes in 
behaviour needs more than training

Behaviour 
for resultsPerceptionExperienceInformation + x =

Information 
about what is 

happening to the 
company, 

me, and why

Experience of doing 
my work in new ways 
which reinforces the 
change and engages 

me personally

My perceptions of 
the company, its 

management, and 
my own capability

A shift in behaviour 
and attitudes that 
deliver the results 

you need

The more people feel that they have had a chance to influence
change the more accepting they are likely to be
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Thoughts on the use test

Economic capital needs to get out of the risk silo

Senior management sponsorship and engagement is key

1

2

Risk dashboards help bring risk management to life3

Use Test
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Regular risk dashboards 
reporting helps make risk management accessible

RISK DASHBOARD DRAFT

Executive summary
Group Status by Risk

Impact of risk stress

1,192 1,252 812 2,023
Market Fixed interest - Up 0  -5 0

Fixed interest - Down -303 -2,073 -56 -225
Equity -244 -1,789 -95 -158
Currency

Credit Credit -471 -1,059 0 -58
Concentration

Insurance Mortality & Morbidity -31 -618 -10 -76
Longevity -510  -116 -120
Persistency -30 -565 -9 -169

Other Expenses
Operational

-1,589 -6,104 -290 -807

-1,589 -6,104 -290 -807

Risk appetite limits

Market Fixed interest - Up xxx xxx xxx xxx
Fixed interest - Down xxx xxx xxx xxx
Equity xxx xxx xxx xxx
Currency xxx xxx xxx xxx

Credit Credit xxx xxx xxx xxx
Concentration xxx xxx xxx xxx

Insurance Mortality & Morbidity xxx xxx xxx xxx
Longevity xxx xxx xxx xxx
Persistency xxx xxx xxx xxx

Other Expenses xxx xxx xxx xxx
Operational xxx xxx xxx xxx

xxx xxx xxx xxx

xxx xxx xxx xxx

Commentary: 

(after diversification)

Total change
(before diversification)

£m

QIS4
Free Surplus

(1 in 25)

IFRS
Operating Profit

(1 in 10)

EEV
Operating Profit

(1 in 10)

Capital Earnings Earnings

Capital
IGD 

Free Surplus
(1 in 25)

Earnings
QIS4

Free Surplus
(1 in 25)

IFRS
Operating Profit

(1 in 10)

EEV
Operating Profit

(1 in 10)

Earnings

Capital
IGD 

Free Surplus
(1 in 25)

Total change
(after diversification)

Capital

£m

Group Base

Total change
(before diversification)
Total change

Use Test
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Thoughts on the use test

Economic capital needs to get out of the risk silo

Senior management sponsorship and engagement is key

1

2

Risk dashboards help bring risk management to life3

The Litmus Test: what difference does the IM make?4
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The Litmus Test:
Does the IM make a difference? 

Internal
model

Executive 
compensation 

NB pricing 
and strategy

M&AALM 

Risk 
management 

Capital 
Allocation

25
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What will be covered by
level 3 implementing measures

• Validation
– Scope of validation
– Governance
– Escalation of validation results
– Responsibilities in the validation process

Validation
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Scope for the validation exercise

Data Methods Assumptions Expert
judgement

Systems & IT Model
governance UseDocumentation

A formal validation policy will be needed

Validation
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A continuous cycle of validation is needed

Enhanced
shareholder value

No nasty surprises

Changes made
and tested

Approval for 
changes

Escalation
needed?

Improvements 
and / or changes?

Increase 
or limit 

IM uses?

Validation
analyses

Validated and
appropriately 
used internal

model

Documentation

Validation
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The validation “tool box”

• Sensitivity testing
• Stress and scenario testing
• Benchmarking
• Profit and loss attribution 
• Backtesting
• Stability

Validation
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Conclusion

• Level 3 consultation will be informal
– Comments and suggestions more than welcome
– Need to be channelled  through the key stakeholders, i.e. the ABI and 

CEA
• IMAP process will be as outlined in CP80

– Initial self-assessment
– Agreed plan and key milestone
– Regular updates, meetings, desktop review and on-site work

• Use test
– Key is taking economic capital out of the risk silo into the wider business 

and influencing key risk decisions
• Validation

– Need a continuous cycle
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Questions or comments?
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